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SUI SUSTAINABILITY ANNUAL REPORT

The University of Iowa is pleased to report on sustainability accomplishments over the
past year.
This report is meant to be an update of the report presented to the Board of Regents in
June 2010. Because so many sustainability-related activities are now being undertaken
on campus, this report includes only selected and current efforts in each area. Many
more activities and projects are highlighted both on the SUI Office of Sustainability and
on the SUI Facilities Management websites:
http://sustainability.uiowa.edu/
http://www.facilities.uiowa.edu/
Planning and Development
Vision: Each institution will demonstrate a commitment to sustainability in its campus
master plan, incorporating environmental stewardship.
2020 Vision - In October 2010, after 12 months of planning and assessing, as well as
seeking faculty, staff and student input, the University of Iowa announced seven
ambitious goals for sustainability. These goals, which form the basis of SUI’s
sustainability plan for the next ten years, address targets for:








conserving energy,
building renewable energy systems,
reducing landfill waste,
reducing the carbon foot-print of University-related transportation,
expanding student opportunities to apply sustainability principles where they
live, work and learn,
increasing sustainability-related research and
increasing partnerships that promote a sustainable state, country and world.

Coinciding with this announcement, SUI President Sally Mason signed into effect a
Sustainability Partnership Program agreement with Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) Region 7, establishing the University of Iowa as the first university in EPA Region
7 to sign the voluntary compact. The partnership recognizes the university’s
sustainability plan. Taking the strategies outlined in the plan, staff will now begin to
develop work plans for each target. Please see the attached documents.
Building Smarter and Greener - The University of Iowa incorporates green principles in
the placement, design and construction of new campus facilities and major renovation
projects, maintaining a minimum standard of Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) Silver certification for new construction and major renovations. Facilities
Management Planning, Design and Construction team also uses the SUI’s
Comprehensive Design Standards & Procedures to ensure energy conservation is
designed into new and renovated projects.
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Completed LEED buildings:
 P. Sue Beckwith, M.D. Boathouse - GOLD
 Institute for Orthopedics, Sports Medicine, and Rehabilitation. first LEED certified
health care building in Iowa,- GOLD
 State Hygienic Laboratory – anticipating GOLD
 Stuit Hall – anticipating SILVER
Total: 185,252 square feet
Other LEED rated projects to be completed this year:
 Carver-Hawkeye Arena addition – anticipating SILVER, completion August, 2011
 Information Technology Facility (data center) – anticipating SILVER, completion
August, 2011
 College of Public Health Building – anticipating GOLD, completion October, 2011
Total: 308,925 square feet
Purchasing
Vision: Each institution shall adopt a campus-wide environmentally preferable
purchasing plan that is consistent with best practices in higher education. These policies
will increase the purchase of products with a reduced environmental impact, while
balancing the purchase decision with fiscal responsibilities.
Paper Reduction and Electronic Solutions - Paper is probably the most common
purchase for most colleges and universities. Iowa universities are required to purchase
paper with at least 30 percent post-consumer recycled paper content. All office paper
ordered at SUI is 30 percent post consumer or higher content, with the exception of
specialty papers ordered upon request where recycled content may vary. All purchased
rough papers (paper towels, toilet paper) are 100 percent recycled content.
The amount of copy paper purchased at SUI over the past several years has been
declining due to paper conservation measures and efforts to reduce waste at the source.
Total copy paper purchased from FY2005 to FY2009 dropped 57 percent.

SUI Copy Paper Purchases in Reams, FY05 – FY09
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SUI has incorporated electronic solutions in virtually all business areas. These esolutions include solicitations for goods and services, e-printing of most admissionsrelated items (including the university catalog, now only available online), payroll and
travel items, and other administrative notifications.
 About 98 percent of all admissions applications are now received online.
 Employees have a paperless option for most notifications, including tax forms.
 SUI’s Workflow System for business transactions and employee self-service
products are 100% paperless.
Energy and Climate
Vision: Institutions shall commit to pursuing climate neutral operations through energy
efficiency, conservation, on-site generation and strategic procurement of clean and
renewable energy.
The University of Iowa remains a leader in the areas of energy conservation and
renewable energy. Energy conservation reaps costs savings and helps reduce reliance
on purchased electricity. Renewable energy saves money and helps build an
environmentally-efficient, secure and stable energy future by building diversity into the
university’s energy system.
Energy Conservation – The energy conservation goal outlined in SUI’s 2020 Vision is
to attain net-negative energy growth through the decade (consuming less energy in 2020
than in 2010). The establishment of the SUI Energy Control Center and the awardwinning Energy Hawk team, as well as aggressive on-going energy audits, has allowed
the university to achieve significant reductions in energy consumption in the past several
years. The University of Iowa has been able to reduce energy consumption by 9 percent
(on a per square foot basis) since 2003. On a BTU basis, this represents a reduction of
352,000 BTU per square foot to 320,000 BTU per square foot. All energy conservation
measures combined are saving SUI approximately $1.5 M annually in energy costs.
In April 2010, the SUI announced the opening of the new Energy Control Center. This
state-of-the-art energy hub simultaneously monitors energy data for the supply and
demand sides of the campus using 100,000 points of data collected from across the
campus. Using weather forecast information, the software predicts the building-bybuilding campus steam, electric and chilled water loads for the campus 24 hours inadvance.
In summer 2010, the Energy Control Center began offering live displays of energy use
for all buildings that can be viewed through “dashboards.” The dashboards (see page 4
for an example of a dashboard of Adler Journalism and Mass Communications Building
captured at 11:00 AM, May 12, 2011) allow building occupants and energy engineers
alike to view real-time energy use for electricity, chilled water and steam, as well as
costs. Studies have shown that building occupants who receive real-time feedback on
energy use become engaged in voluntary behavior changes (turning off lights,
computers and unused equipment) that reduce energy demand.
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Renewable Energy – The renewable energy goal outlined in the SUI’s 2020 Vision is to
achieve 40 percent renewable energy use in ten years. The University of Iowa is one
of five schools in the Big Ten Conference recognized by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency as 2010-2011 Collective Conference Champions for using
green power. The award recognizes the conference, and its participating schools,
whose collective green power usage was the largest among all participating
conferences.
This achievement is made possible through the SUI’s biomass program. In 2003, the
SUI Power Plant pioneered a unique and innovative source of fuel, oat hulls, through a
partnership with Quaker Oats in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Oat hulls provide an economical,
environmentally-friendly source of fuel. The hulls are a by-product of the cereal making
process at Quaker. They are trucked to the Power Plant and co-fired with coal in the
circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boiler.
The UI's Biomass Fuel Project, and partnership with Quaker Oats, has enabled the SUI
to reduce fossil fuel greenhouse gas emissions from the main power plant and achieve
and sustain 11% renewable energy use. The energy produced from oat hull combustion
replaces energy that would have been generated by burning coal. SUI generated more
than 8 million kilowatt-hours (kWh) of green power in 2010-2011 from biomass fuel used
in its Combined Heat and Power Plant, equivalent to avoiding the CO2 emissions from
the electricity use of nearly 700 average American homes each year.
In order to increase the diversity and quantity of biomass and other alternative (not coal)
fuels used in SUI’s combined heat and power plant, engineers and staff in SUI Facilities
Management are continuously searching for new materials available locally (within a 50mile radius). Alternative fuels which have been tested in the last year include wood
chips, sludge from a nearby cardboard recycling plant, corn stover pellets, and sludge
from a local personal care products manufacturer. The alternate fuels are blended with
coal, reducing the amount of coal required to produce the same amount of steam from
the plant boilers. During the test burns, emissions from the plant smoke stacks are
monitored and tested to quantify the impact of using alternate fuels on plant air
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emissions. Tests that have been conducted at the main power plant in the past 14
months include:
In Boiler #10:
March 2010 – Poplar wood chip test
June and October 2010 – Corn stover pellet test
July and October 2010 – Paper sludge test
In Boiler #11:
May 2011 – Proctor and Gamble sludge test
May 2011 – Expired seed corn test
In April 2011, the University of Iowa was also named (for the second year in a row)
among the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s list of Top 20 On-site Generation
Green Power Partners. SUI was ranked 17th and is the only college or university to
achieve this distinction.
In addition to biomass, SUI is also invested in wind and solar energy as part of an
evolving "sustainable energy discovery district.” The cornerstone of the district is the new
solar E-car charging station (see photo, to be completed July 2011) that uses polycrystalline solar panels and includes smart grid technology. When completed and being
used at capacity, this facility has the potential to replace the use of 12,549 gallons of
gasoline each year with solar-produced
electricity, resulting in an annual offset of
166 tons of carbon dioxide.
The area also engages several other
green energy technologies that include a
thin-film solar array technology on the new
Cambus Maintenance facility (completed
July 2010), the new Energy Control
Center on the third floor of the University
Services Building, the expansion of the
biomass energy program at the SUI
Power Plant (building in 2012 - 2013) and
a biodiesel fueling station. Several of
these projects are the outcome of collaborative efforts between Facilities Management
and the College of Engineering.
In July 2010, the university installed its first wind turbine, a 2.4 kW Skystream, on a 37
foot tilt-tower. The wind turbine is used primarily as a teaching and research device by
Pablo Carrica, associate professor in the UI College of Engineering Department of
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. UI Facilities Management connected the turbine
to the existing power panel in the Madison Street Services Building (MSSB) and uses
the power it generates on campus.
In 2010 and 2011, the University of Iowa, MidAmerican Energy and the City of Iowa City
The University of Iowa has made progress toward finalizing an agreement that would
allow for the installation of a pipeline to transport landfill gas from the Iowa City landfill to
the University of Iowa (Oakdale) Research Campus for use for fuel. When this
agreement is signed (anticipated 2011) and the project is completed, the University of
Iowa will become one of the few universities in the nation to use landfill methane as a
power source.
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Materials and Recycling
Vision: Regent institutions shall reduce the volume of materials and resources
consumed, and reuse or recycle resources and materials whenever possible, with the
long-term objective of contributing to the development of a waste-free society.
The recycling goal listed in the SUI’s 2020 vision is to achieve 60 percent diversion by
2020 through waste reduction, recycling and reuse. To meet the 2020 target, the
recycling and diversion rate must double.
 As of August 2010, recycling is now available in all SUI residence halls. Centralized
collection areas are provided on each floor for mixed paper, cardboard, plastics 1-5
and 7, and redeemable containers.
 Planned: In August 2011, each residence hall room will be provided with sturdy
recycling collection containers to assist students in carrying materials to the central
recycling areas.
The SUI Facilities Management staff is in the process of re-aligning the campus
recycling program to optimize participation and diversion. The staff has benchmarked
recycling programs at several peer institutions including the University of Michigan, Penn
State, the University of Colorado and the University of Nebraska. To reach the 2020
target, the program must be more visible and accessible to students, faculty and staff.
Planning efforts to improve the recycling performance will continue throughout the year
and include the input of a special materials and recycling ad hoc committee.
Special collection efforts have been organized through
the 2010/2011 academic year. Most notable were the
recycling and composting collections offered at the SUI
Convocation and Block Party in August 2010. These
events, designed to welcome incoming freshmen, are
among the first introductions a new student has to the
SUI campus and culture. The extensive collection event,
organized and run entirely by faculty and staff, was
successful in diverting over 80 percent of the material
that would have been landfilled. Similar events were
conducted for the Tippie College of Business fall
barbecue in October 2010 and the 24-hour Dance
Marathon held in February 2011.
Move-out collections were offered this spring 2011 in two
locations on campus: near the Pharmacy Building on the west side of the campus and
across from Burge Hall on the east side of campus. The effort originated from a studentdriven project from the College of Engineering sustainable designs class. The drive is
organized by the SUI Environmental Coalition, UI ECO-Hawks, UI Housing, the UI Office
of Sustainability, Goodwill of the Heartland, the Iowa City Crisis Center, the City of Iowa
City and the Habitat Restore. Over 6,100 pounds of material was collected.
In 2010, the University of Iowa Surplus operation was reorganized for greater efficiency
and effectiveness. The goal is to divert items from the landfill and recoup any remaining
value. Items received and sold through surplus include vehicles, medical equipment, lab
equipment, desks, tables, chairs, industrial equipment, electronics, computers, clothing,
athletic items and other miscellaneous materials. These items are sold through the SUI
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surplus store, eBay, Heartland Recovery Inc., and local auction houses. Items that
cannot be sold are recycled for remanufacturing, if possible. University Surplus works
with two primary vendors for metals collection, diverting thousands of pounds of metal
and appliances from the landfill.
UI Surplus Operation
Materials sold or recycled from July 1st 2010 to May 9thst 2011

Items

Weight or
Number

Revenue or cost savings

Desks sold

113

$

905.00

Chairs sold

1,376

$

7,554.50

419

$

9,288.00

7,416

$

119,980.27

840

$

23,244.50

$

76,540.20

Total sales revenue

$

237,512.47

Avoided landfill costs
Total cost benefit

$
$

16,103.00
253,615.47

File Cabinets sold
Computers sold
Computer monitors sold
Electronics recycled,
pounds

226,107

Metal recycled, pounds

740,368

Total items recycled
Total electronics and
metals recycled, pounds

10,164
966,475

Transportation
Vision: Regent institutions shall develop transportation strategies that increase fuel
efficiency and reduce fuel use, air pollution and carbon dioxide emissions while providing
opportunities for alternative transportation including bicycle and pedestrian
infrastructure.
The SUI 2020 Vision calls for a 10 percent reduction in CO2 (per capita) emissions from
University-related transportation and travel.
Alternative Fuels - Because of the new addition to its maintenance facility which
provides much more protection from weather, the biodiesel used in diesel fuel for
CAMBUS (37 transit buses) rose from the 1-5 percent ratio that has been in use since
FY2004, to 20 percent (B-20 formulation) in FY2011. The installation of newer engines
that support the use of B-20 in their warranties, and the recent ability to store the fleet
indoors (lower temperatures can gel higher ratios of biodiesel) allows the use of the
higher ratio. In addition, idling times for buses have been significantly reduced (down
from 45 minutes to ten minutes) due to new air lines that allow for quick pressurization of
pneumatic systems.
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The biodiesel ratio used in all other (non-CAMBUS) SUI-owned transportation (34 trucks
in FY2009) and non-transportation diesel engines rose from the 1-5 percent ratio to a 10
percent ratio (B-10) in FY2011.
The number of alternative-fueled vehicles on the campus has been increasing. As of
December 2010, 52.4 percent of the vehicles managed by Fleet Services are E-85,
hybrid or fully electric vehicles (285 out of 544 vehicles).
BONGO - Bus On the Go - BONGO is a crosspromotional effort of the City of Iowa City, the City of
Coralville and UI Parking and Transportation to
increase public transit ridership. Bongo is a GPSbased, real-time passenger information system that
allows riders to find current bus locations as well as
predictions for upcoming bus arrivals for Iowa City,
Coralville and the University of Iowa. The application
is available on smart phones for individual use. Public
kiosks are also placed in locations, such as the Iowa
Memorial Union, to assist passengers.
Van and Car Pools - The SUI van pool program operates 80 vans supporting close to
800 riders. At 70 percent occupancy levels for daily ridership, the operation of the van
pool program reduces vehicle miles traveled by over nine million miles annually,
reducing potential carbon dioxide emissions by approximately 3,200 metric tons.
Car- and van-pooling are encouraged and supported through Parking and
Transportation. Bicycling on campus is supported by the installation and upgrading of
bicycle parking spaces. Most SUI students (and faculty and staff) live off-campus and
biking is an affordable and easy means of transportation around the campus and Iowa
City. University officials coordinated in the update of the metro bike plan
(http://www.jccog.org/documents/bikePlan.pdf) to enhance biking opportunities and
safety around town.
Video Conferencing – The use of videoconferencing is increasing as faculty and staff
realize it is an effective means of communication and a time- and travel-saving tool.
Real-time collaboration involves several kinds of synchronous communication tools such
as: instant messaging, group chat, whiteboard collaboration, application sharing,
desktop sharing, co-browsing, voice-over IP and video and audio conferencing tools.
The university offers the following services, with support from SUI Information
Technology Services: H.323 Internet-based video conferencing; web conferencing and
access grid. Facilities Management is installing video conferencing equipment in the
University Services Building to reduce travel costs associated with planning, design and
construction services.
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Water and Landscape
Vision: Regent institutions shall pursue water saving and efficiency measures, including
collection technologies and re-use mechanisms.
Tree Campus USA - The University of Iowa was proud to become the first Tree
Campus USA designated in Iowa in 2009. The second designation for 2010 was just
received. In order to maintain this honor, Facilities Management staff organized tree
plantings and other activities across campus. A competition was held this spring
among student groups to see which group could plant the most trees.
Storm Water Management - The use of alternative storm water management
methods on the campus is increasing. The new College of Public Health Building
features a sustainable site design that includes rains gardens, a natural tall-grass
prairie, the use of no-mow lawns and other native landscaping. The new State
Hygienic Laboratory houses a natural prairie landscape, as well. The renovation of
Stuit Hall included the installation (in 2010) of a new rain garden on the east side of
the building.
Rain Gardens – Rain gardens are
structures designed to accept precipitation
run-off from impervious surfaces, such as
roofs and paved surfaces. The rain water
or snow melt is directed to the garden and
allowed to seep into the ground, rather
than running off, carrying pollutants and
causing erosion. The SUI Chapter of
Engineers for a Sustainable World has
been instrumental in the installation of two
rain gardens on campus in the past twelve
months. The students have worked with the Johnson County Soil and Water
Conservation office and the urban conservationist to design the gardens. In
coordination with SUI Facilities Management, the students installed gardens at the
Kuhl House (home of University of Iowa Press) and the Dey House (home of the
Iowa Writer’s Workshop).
Eco-friendly Deicer - This past winter, Facilities Management staff used a product
called Pro-Melt, an eco-friendly deicer that combines salt with a byproduct from sugar
beet processing. The sugar additive allows the product to be effective at a lower
temperature so that less product can be used. The product has a tacky texture so it
does not need to be mixed with sand. Some SUI custodial staff reported a decrease
in the amount of sand tracked into buildings and reduced damage to tiles and
carpets. This spring and summer, landscape crews will report on the impact on grass
and plantings.
Reduction in Water Use – The treatment and use of water at the University of Iowa
has reduced significantly in the past several years – by 11 percent from 2005. This is
due to the elimination of single pass cooling in the main Power Plant, water recycling
and the installation of water-saving devices across campus.
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Sustainability in the Curriculum
Public Universities
Vision: Regent institutions will pursue a sustainable future through the curriculum by:
o

o

o
o

o

o

Providing educational opportunities for students to facilitate their acquisition of the
knowledge, skills, and collaborative work ethic necessary to engage effectively in
public discourse and policy debate and in other hands-on problem-solving in matters
relating to environmental, social, and economic sustainability;
Providing educational programs that prepare students for sustainability-related
careers (e.g. in wind power and other green industries, biobased energy and other
biobased products, governmental organizations, international economic or policy
organizations, non-governmental organizations, farmers, researchers, engineers,
writers, or teachers);
Providing opportunities for students to participate in sustainability-related research,
the “greening” of campus infrastructure, civic engagement, and internships;
Exposing students to ideas and issues related to a sustainable, balanced, and ethical
future for the planet and its inhabitants, including (1) the dynamics of biological
population growth and decline in the natural world, predator-prey models,
overexploitation of natural resources, and energy balances; (2) how human behavior
affects the natural world and the ability of earth to sustain life; and (3) the stochastic
interplay of human and natural factors in determining the long-run population growth
path for human and non-human species; and
Helping students understand how to make informed rational decisions as consumers,
workers, resource owners, and citizens electing government officials by taking into
account the effects of human actions on human welfare in this and future
generations.
Helping students think in terms of economic, social, political, and environmental
sustainability, as well as environmental health.

Students Connecting to Sustainability – Student interest in sustainability has only
increased at the University of Iowa.
 There are now approximately 70 students enrolled in the undergraduate
sustainability certificate program, with 20 students graduating this spring 2011. The
advisory committee for the certificate has reviewed and approved new classes to be
added to the current list of over 100 classes included in the certificate program.
 Approximately 60 students were housed in the Sustainability Living/Learning
Community, located in Mayflower Hall during the 2010/2011 academic year. These
students were active all year on campus and involved in many sustainability-related
efforts. A new course, Explorations in Sustainable Campus Living, will be offered this
fall 2011 as a requirement for the Sustainability Living/Learning Community students.
This one semester hour class will include a tour of the main Power Plant, the Energy
Control Center, the student garden and local sustainable businesses.
 Enrollment in the Introduction to Sustainability course, a requirement for the
undergraduate certificate, has been increasing - from 27 students in the first year to
62 students in the second year. The class is taught by Dr. Craig Just, Associate
Research Engineer in the University of Iowa College of Engineering. Enrollment for
this fall 2011 is already at 81, with a substantial waiting list. In order to meet demand,
the class will be taught for the first time in both the fall and the spring. The class will
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meet in the team-oriented, technology-enabled TILE (Spaces to Transform, Interact,
Learn, Engage) classroom in Van Allen Hall.
 A workshop was held in February 2011 to engage and assist faculty and teaching
assistants in learning about and integrating sustainability into the classroom. The
workshop was hosted by Dr. Just. Dr. Just, who serves as the faculty advisor for the
Mayflower Hall Sustainability Living/Learning Community, is also consulting with
Iowa State University to assist in the discussion of a possible sustainability learning
community on that campus. Dr. Just has also been working with Southeastern
Community College and Kirkwood Community College to investigate the expansion
of sustainability learning opportunities to those schools.
Student and Class Project Highlights - This past year, many class and student
projects were focused on sustainability.
 This spring 2011, The School of Urban and Regional Planning offered a seminar in
sustainability, based mainly on student demand for the class. Student projects from
that class included a GIS map of impervious surfaces and tree canopy in the Arts
Campus and an extensive survey of van pool participants, helpful information in
anticipation of the redevelopment of that flood-impacted area of the campus.
 Students in the 2011 second-year MBA class, “Strategic Management of Change,”
helped Facilities Management staff explore opportunities for the procurement of
wood chips for fuel, while another group explored the possibilities of a telecommuting
policy.
 A group of students in the College of Engineering class on sustainable designs
undertook the construction of a new rain garden at Shambaugh House in May 2011.
 Art and Design students constructed furniture made from reclaimed wood and
sustainable materials. These designs were on display at the spring Sustainability
Festival.
 For the second year (beginning 2010), the graduate students in The School of Urban
and Regional Planning worked with eastern Iowa communities to enhance the
capacity of towns, cities, and counties in Iowa, as well as elsewhere in the Midwest,
to better become sustainable communities. The Iowa Initiative for Sustainable
Communities has directed student assistance to Burlington, Charles City, Anamosa,
Oskaloosa, Columbus Junction, Wellman and Decorah. In the fall, a multi-year effort
with the City of Dubuque will focus on that city’s sustainability accomplishments.
 This past summer 2010, the Office of Sustainability welcomed new students at all
new student orientation fairs and during Welcome Week. In addition, the OS staff
provided Residence Advisor (RA) training on sustainable living and an RA toolkit for
organizing floor or area meetings around sustainability themes.
 To offer a public showcase for the outcomes of planning for sustainability in the
curriculum, the first Earth Month Sustainability Festival was held this April 2011.
The popular event showcased over 30 student booths, posters and student projects
related to academic and research work in sustainability. Cash prizes were awarded
for the top written entries that addressed “What Sustainability Means to Me.”
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Sustainability in Economic Development/Research/Outreach:
Vision: To pursue a sustainable future through economic research development and
outreach by:
o Becoming a world leader in research related to the strengths of the three public
universities.
o

Helping Iowa businesses understand challenges and opportunities of a carbonlimited world.

o

Developing and improving alternative energy sources.

o

Serving as models and consultants to local, state, regional, national, and
international industries, governments, and communities in issues related to
sustainability.

o

Developing public policy and practices for sustainable agriculture, community
education for a sustainable lifestyle, sustainable tourism, solutions to problems of
solid waste, reduction of pollution in metal casting, bioremediation of hydrocarbon
contaminated soils, understanding ground water and surface water contamination,
use of embedded sensors and software for systems control, use of geographic
information systems to assess water quality and ecological damage, environmental
threats to public health, and multimedia to communicate findings of sustainability
research to the public.

Reaching Out to Iowa’s Communities –
 An important area of focus in research at SUI is sustainable water resources.
Exciting discoveries in urban watersheds will help Iowa communities better maintain
these critical natural systems. Specifically, the National Science Foundation (NSF)
Cyber-Enabled Discovery and Innovation Project (CDI-Type II) at the University of
Iowa will address issues in an urban watershed - the North Fork of Catfish Creek in
Dubuque that exhibits problems with wet weather flows and by-passes - as part of
the Sustainable Dubuque Watershed Network (SDWN) effort. The primary objective
for the first two years of seed grant research, funded by both the City of Dubuque
and the University of Iowa, is to initiate a watershed network and intelligent digital
watershed for the North Fork of Catfish Creek with an eye towards understanding,
modeling, and predicting the infiltration and inflow to the sanitary sewer system
which creates unwanted by-pass flows.
 As mentioned above, the School of Urban and Regional Planning launched the Iowa
Initiative for Sustainable Communities (IISC) in 2009 to better address the problems
and challenges faced by small towns in Iowa by seeking sustainable resolutions. The
students employ the standard definition of sustainability as enabling current
generations to meet their social, economic, and environmental needs without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs. More specifically,
sustainability entails efforts to protect and preserve the environment, while both
encouraging economic prosperity and the equitable distribution of economic and
social opportunities. IISC’s purpose is to apply the talent and knowledge of the
students and faculty of the University of Iowa to develop plans and initiatives that will
enable Iowa’s small towns and cities to enhance the sustainability of their
communities. In doing so, IISC provides significant and ongoing outreach to Iowa’s
communities, while transforming teaching and learning at the University of Iowa by
engaging students in a student-faculty-community collaboration that is focused on
some of the most important problems faced by communities in Iowa. During the
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2011-12 and 2012-13 academic years, graduate students will assist Dubuque
leaders in developing sustainability plans for several different areas.
 Recently funding has been obtained to support research at the Iowa Flood Center to
assist Iowa communities in the areas of flood prediction and remediation, and global
climate change impacts. This important work is ever more relevant to all Iowa
communities as the impacts from global climate change in the Midwest are realized.
 Many research institutes, such as the Center for Global and Regional Environmental
Research, the Institute for Rural Environmental Health, Center for Health Effects of
Environmental Contamination, the UI Hygienic Laboratory, the Bioventures Center,
the Center for International Rural and Environmental Health, the Environmental
Health Sciences Research Center, the Public Policy Center, the IIHR--Hydroscience
& Engineering, the Center for Biocatalysis and Bioprocessing, and the Nanoscience
and Nanotechnology Institute are centers for investigations in sustainability.
Researchers affiliated with these centers regularly seek and obtain external funding
to support their efforts.
 The University of Iowa, Iowa State University and University of Northern Iowa are
collaborating on a major proposal to the National Science Foundation’s Office of
Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR) for $20 M (over
5 years) to “build research capacity within the state to support a transition in energy
supply from mining subsurface (fossil) energy stores to harnessing renewable energy
flows at or near the earth’s surface.” This research proposal is organized into four
platforms – bioenergy, wind energy, solar energy and energy efficiency – each of
which comprised of three or more research planks. Focused research activities will
be conducted by interdisciplinary teams of faculty from the Regent Universities that
will interact with Iowa’s community colleges, private colleges, state agencies and
businesses.
The EPSCoR proposed project will support a “Broader Impacts Program” that
includes workforce development as a core objective. This part of the project will
focus on attracting students in the science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) fields through improved science and math instruction in K-12
education; the development of college curricula related to renewable energies, and
the promotion of partnerships with industry aimed at understanding and responding
to growing workforce needs in renewable energies development.
The EPSCoR project also will include web-based support and sharing of information.
Specifically, cyber-infrastructure activities will provide a virtual interface among
research platforms and a cyber-portal for renewable energy science and engineering
will support data repositories for science platforms, data analysis resources, and
education portals into renewable energies. Officials at all Regent universities are
hopeful regarding this significant funding request.
 As the State of Iowa maintains a leadership role in developing wind power, more
workers are needed to design, install and maintain wind turbines. The Iowa Alliance
for Wind Innovation and Novel Development continues to build linkages with state
and local governments, the community colleges, Regent universities, the private
sector, associations and community organizations, and the federal government to
address research and workforce needs. This state-wide effort coordinates activities
in research and education, and catalyzes activities designed to meet the research,
training, and testing needs of the expanding wind energy industry.
http://www.iawind.org. IAWIND hosts an annual conference on wind energy issues.
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 The Iowa College of Engineering (which has a strong focus on sustainability issues,
particularly in its wind energy program and its environmental engineering program),
has created an “Immediate Corporate Partner Assistance” program to offer prompt
assistance to businesses seeking to identify College of Engineering resources that
can assist businesses in developing opportunities in the area of sustainability. In
addition, the College offers a wide range of programs aimed at strengthening
alliances
between
the
college
and
the
business
community.
www.engineering/uiowa.edu/economic-partners/partnership-list.php
 The John Pappajohn Entrepreneurial Center (JPEC) at the university is a
collaboration among four university colleges aimed at delivering education, training,
and outreach programs to students, faculty, aspiring entrepreneurs and business
owners throughout the state of Iowa. The program’s overall goal is to assist people in
successfully developing their business ideas; it is not restricted to assisting those
with ideas related to sustainability. A recent student developed the “Thirst Station,” a
vending machine that dispenses filtered, chilled and flavored water directly into
reusable containers, thus by-passing the need for disposable plastic bottles. The
Tippie College of Business hosted a Thirst Station machine for the 2010/2011
academic year so that business students could provide feedback to the entrepreneur
to better inform future business decisions.
 The University of Iowa Office of Sustainability hosts a vibrant, up-to-date website to
inform the public about the full range of sustainability efforts at the university:
http://sustainability.uiowa.edu/ . The University of Iowa Office of Sustainability also
uses Twitter, Facebook, and RSS feeds to communicate with the public about
sustainability, student efforts and the university. Students regularly contribute to the
website blog that encourages campus-wide discussions on various sustainability
issues. The Office of Sustainability also provides a link to Iowa Research Online, a
publicly accessible database of research at The University of Iowa that can be easily
searched to find research and information relating to sustainability.
 The Office of Sustainability was a co-sponsor and host of the 2011 I-RENEW
Renewable Energy Symposium and Expo. The three-day event kicked off with
Governor Terry Branstand’s comments regarding the future of renewable energy in
Iowa and culminated with keynote speakers on Sunday. Hundreds of citizens and
students were in attendance.
Town/Gown Sustainability Initiatives - The Director of the Office of Sustainability and
the Environmental Coordinator for the City of Iowa City gave a presentation regarding
joint sustainability initiatives at the January, 2011 meeting of the Big Ten City Managers.
The presentation highlighted many of the efforts in which both the University of Iowa and
Iowa City are collaborating, including UniverCity (an affordable near-campus and neardowntown housing effort), the landfill gas project, and the promotion of composting, to
name a few. In October 2010, the UI Office of Sustainability, the UI School of Urban and
Regional Planning and the City of Iowa City sponsored a public lecture by Eileen Horn,
Sustainability Coordinator for Douglas County, Kansas.
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The University of Iowa welcomed noted
environmentalist
and
author,
Bill
McKibben, to campus in October 2010.
In order to encourage community
involvement
in
this
event,
Mr.
McKibben’s public address was held in
the historic and renovated Englert
Theater in downtown Iowa City. Mr.
McKibben spoke to a standing-roomonly crowd.

Student Involvement
Students at The University of Iowa have almost limitless opportunities to participate in
sustainability-related research, projects and volunteer efforts. Below is just a sample list
of some of the activities over the past year:
 UIEC Student Garden provided produce to the Iowa Memorial Union (IMU)
catering services. 2010 summer and fall revenue from garden sales to the IMU
catering services totaled $804.
 India Winterim – the Office of Sustainability sponsored two students for a threeweek experience in southern India in December 2010 to January 2011. Students
worked on sustainability-related projects in communities.
 Iowa Water Symposium, March 2011 – the Office of Sustainability sponsored
four students to attend this event and learn about sustainable water resources.
 Career Exploration Event through the Career Center
 10/10/10 Event (October 10, 2010) – organized by the Engineers for a
Sustainable World, this event brought attention to the growing carbon dioxide
levels in the atmosphere.
 Recycling tour of City Carton – UI
Environmental Coalition students toured this
recycling facility in Iowa City.
 New UI Student Government legislation
requiring recycling and composting for UISGsponsored events, sustainability liaison –
student events that receive funding from the
UI Student Government must offer recycling
and composting. The UISG also provided a
paid sustainability liaison to the Office of
Sustainability to enhance communication and
coordination between the two organizations.
 Summer of Solutions – for the second year
(beginning summer 2010), this grass-roots
planning effort started by Iowa City students
will address sustainability-related community
issues.
 Student art commission for Earth Month
poster – for the second year (beginning spring
2010),
the
Office
of
Sustainability
commissioned an original work of art by a UI
art student. The print was used for the 2011
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Earth Month poster.
 Waste audit – students participated in a second waste audit at the College of
Dentistry in April 2011.
 All Earth Month activities through UI Environmental Coalition, ECO Hawks, UI
Engineers for a Sustainable World and other organizations – over 20 different
events, from a free concert to a bike-to-school celebration, were organized and
supported by students.
 Power Shift – In April 2011, the Office of Sustainability sponsored 35 UI students
to attend this four-day skill building session in Washington, D.C. Students were
able to meet with Iowa Congressional staffers to discuss climate change
legislation proposals.
 MBA Net Impact Sustainability Symposium – In February, 2011 over 150
students and faculty attended this event, organized and conducted by the MBA
Net Impact organization.
 Five student employees were employed at the Office of Sustainability for the
2010/2011 academic year. These students worked on recycling efforts, gathered
information on the energy use of fume hoods, developed metrics and wrote for
the office website. Two students will work for the office summer 2011.

Students remain the wellspring of ideas, energy and enthusiasm and their involvement,
support and encouragement is essential in building a sustainable campus. The Office of
Sustainability will continue to offer opportunities for students from all backgrounds and
all areas of study to engage in research, learning and service.

H:\BF\2011\jun2011\0611_ITEM15a SUI SustainabilityUpdate.docx
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2020 Vision
The University of Iowa’s Sustainability Targets
Sustainability must and will become a central priority of all aspects of our university enterprise—our
operations, our academic mission, and our responsibilities to the greater society.
President Sally Mason, Earth Day 2008

In her 2008 Earth Day speech, President Mason challenged the University community to
integrate sustainability deeply into our learning, discovery, and outreach missions. Similar calls
for an increased focus on sustainability in University operations and academic activities were
issued by the UI Faculty Senate, the Board of Regents, and Governor Chet Culver. The
University’s new strategic plan, Renewing the Iowa Promise: Great Opportunities – Bold
Expectations, identifies sustainability as both a foundational commitment and a key strategic
initiative.
This document, 2020 Vision: The University of Iowa’s Sustainability Targets, builds on the
important work that has taken place on campus since President Mason’s 2008 speech and in
response to the sustainability challenge. It is the product of planning and initiatives undertaken
by hundreds of people, including faculty, staff and students, as well as UI administrators. It sets
out plans that have been adopted to pursue and expand sustainability efforts in several key
areas of operations, research, education, and outreach. This 2020 Vision is ambitious and
forward-looking, and accomplishing the goals identified in this document will require concerted
attention and significant effort over several years. Nonetheless, while the projects and ideas
identified in this document will be important foci of University sustainability efforts over the
next several years, 2020 Vision does not capture all that is being done, nor is it intended to
preclude the development of new initiatives and new plans. To the contrary, by stating these
medium-term goals clearly and forthrightly, we aim to set a floor, not a ceiling, on institutional
efforts toward sustainability.
Our decade-long commitment is reflected in the following Sustainability Strategies and Goals:

1. Become a Net-negative Energy Consumer
The UI will employ energy conservation efforts, build LEED facilities, modernize aged
building systems and nurture a culture of conservation to reach the goal of consuming less
energy on campus in 2020 than consumed in 2010 despite projected growth.
Sampling of strategies to be pursued over the course of the decade:
1
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The UI will continue to update building design standards to lower the impact of growth.
The UI will continue to pursue aggressive energy conservation opportunities.
Campus divisions and departments will be incentivized to conserve energy.
Building HVAC systems will be upgraded employing more energy efficient designs.
Commissioning and Retro-commissioning efforts will become standard practices.
A branded energy conservation marketing effort will be developed and implemented.

2. Green Our Energy Portfolio
The UI will pursue a renewable energy supply strategy that optimizes long-term supply and
fuel price stability while preserving an ability to test and take advantage of other potential
fuels. As we transition from our dependency on fossil fuels, we will increase the use of
biomass, geothermal, solar, wind, landfill gas, gasification and other emerging energy
alternatives to achieve the goal of 40% renewable energy consumption on the campus by
2020.
Sampling of strategies to be pursued over the course of the decade:
• Boiler #10 will be converted to combust biomass.
• The UI will develop a renewable energy supply strategy which optimizes long-term
supply and fuel price stability – while preserving an ability to test and take advantage of
other opportunity fuels.
• Growth in main campus energy production will be based on natural gas in the near term
in a manner enabling the long-term transition to the use of low Btu gas produced from
renewable sources.
• All energy consumed on the Oakdale Campus will be produced on that campus from
renewable sources, including landfill gas, gasification and direct combustion of biomass.
• Wind, photovoltaic and gasification will become increasing contributors to the fuel mix.

3. Decrease Our Production of Waste
The UI will foster a culture oriented to reducing waste, increasing recycling, facilitating
composting of organic waste, and enhancing green purchasing practices to achieve our goal
of a 60% waste diversion by 2020.
Sampling of strategies to be pursued over the course of the decade:
• A comprehensive recycling program will be developed and initiated.
• The UI will modify its buildings to facilitate recycling.
• A branded marketing effort will be developed and implemented.
• Green purchasing practices, designed to reduce waste, will be implemented.
2
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Waste minimization practices will be incentivized and facilitated at departmental levels.
Campus food service and composting operations will be retooled to both minimize and
capture food waste.

4. Reduce the Carbon Impact of Transportation
The UI will seek ways to reduce the vehicle miles traveled by single occupant vehicles,
employ increasingly efficient fuels and technologies, improve the greenhouse gas efficiency
of vehicles operated by employees and students, and seek net reductions and/or offsets in
University-related air travel with the goal of achieving, by 2020, a 10% reduction in per
capita emissions of fossil fuel-produced CO2 from University-related transportation and
travel.
Sampling of Strategies to be pursued over the course of the decade:
• Carbon-efficient fuels and technologies will be increasingly employed.
• The UI will implement vehicle management practices for passenger and freight systems
to improve the greenhouse gas efficiency of vehicles.
• Demand management programs will be expanded to reduce the vehicle miles traveled
by single occupant vehicles used for commuting or intra-campus transportation.
• The UI will investigate a local offset program to address the greenhouse gas impacts of
University-related air travel.

5. Increase Student Opportunities to Learn and Practice Principles of Sustainability
The UI will provide students with educational opportunities that elevate their knowledge of
and problem-solving skills in environmental, social, and economic sustainability. These
opportunities will include career-related certificate and/degree programs, internships, and
sustainability-related research experiences. Sustainable practices will be incorporated into
student campus activities, living and learning centers, food service, and health and wellness.
A student sustainability activity fund will be created to support these efforts. To build
leadership for a sustainable world, interdisciplinary internships for students will be
increased. To promote the understanding of sustainability principles through the study of
natural systems, the UI will enhance natural history activities and sustainability
programming.

3
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6. Support and Grow Interdisciplinary Research in Sustainability-focused and Related Areas
The UI will pursue international prominence in water sustainability education and research
by supporting interdisciplinary research, teaching, and service on issues of water
availability, water quality, the economic and health impacts of floods, flood control, water
conservation, rural economic development, and the linkages between emerging water
resource issues and global climate change. The UI will work to increase awareness in Iowa
about the shared value of Iowa’s water resources and the impacts of land use in river
watersheds. The water resource principles developed through sustainability research
programs will be adapted where applicable to the UI campus and its operations.

7. Develop Partnerships to Advance Collaborative Initiatives, both Academic and Operational
The UI will continue to create and nurture partnerships with communities, businesses,
government agencies and other educational institutions with the goal of understanding and
meeting the ever increasing need for environmental, social and economic sustainability. In
particular, the UI will work individually and collaboratively with Iowa businesses and
community colleges to meet the demands of supporting the workforce and economic
development needs of green industries in Iowa.

4
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